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Abstract
Studying The Effect Of Multi-Source Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization in
Search And Rescue Applications
Robotic Swarm Intelligence is considered one of the hottest topics within the robotics research
field nowadays, for its major contributions to different fields of life from hobbyists, makers and
expanding to military applications. It has also proven to be more effective and efficient than
other robotic approaches targeting the same problem.
Within this research, we targeted to test the hypothesis that using more than a single start-
ing/seeding point for a swarm to explore an unknown environment will yield better solutions,
routes and cover more area of the search space within context of Search and Rescue applications
domain. We tested such hypothesis via extending existing Particle swarm optimization tech-
niques for search and rescue operations (i.e. Robotic Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization
and we split the swarm into smaller groups that start exploration from different seed positions,
then took the convergence time average for different runs of simulations and recorded the re-
sults for quantification. The results presented in this work confirms the hypothesis we started
with, and gives insight to how the number of robots contributing in the experiments affect the
quality of the results. This work also shows a direct correlation between the swarm size and
the search space.
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this research, we present a new approach that exploits recent discoveries in graph theory into
(Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)) [27] domain, to enhance the performance and accuracy
of currently available methodologies/techniques. Swarm Robotics and Swarm Intelligence [2],
emerge from propagating a collective summary of local information available at swarm mem-
bers towards the rest of the swarm, enabling the swarm itself to be more aware of the whole
environment and surroundings, giving a global birds eye view of the situation.
Key foundation with swarm robotics is that, the swarm consists of dispensable, affordable, small
and specific robots, which are deployed in form of tens, hundreds or even thousands in some
cases, and as information starts to emerge from the swarm members throughout the swarm,
the task at hands starts to get accomplished.
Another important core feature of swarm robotics is the decentralization of chain of command,
theres no leader, theres no central processing unit and theres no general influencer to the swarm.
All members of the swarm exist in flat hierarchy, they all follow the same set of rules and apply
exactly the same logic at every step. This is probably one of the most important feature of
swarm robotics that is making it a more favorable approach for researchers and a multitude of
applications, as it offers scalability, durability, precision and recovery.
Such research would go through some of key concerns that emerge during the design of the
2
3swarm, such includes, the size of the swarm [33], the size of the environment that the swarm
will be deployed/exist in, the speed of which the swarm concludes the given task and many
more concerns that well tackle later on within the literature review chapter.
Swarm Robotics Swarm Robotics (SR) and Intelligence is a vast research field which covers
many aspects, from Optimization problems [10] to Space Exploration Missions to Military Ap-
plications to Civil Engineering aspects to Circuit Design and components placement problems
[17]. A variety of applications fall under the umbrella of Swarm Robotics, this research pays
particular attention to search and rescue type of applications. We are interested in Search and
Exploration, the point at which the swarm explores the environment and tries to fully cover it
as necessary depending on the location of the subject of interest. Within such research there
were many factors to consider that was brought within the literature, few are listed below:
• Is it required to solely rescue the subject regardless swarm casualties or must it be taken
into account to minimize the loss of swarm members?
• Has the best route been found? A route that guarantees having sufficient time to reach
the subject and bring it back safely, or another route was discovered and is actually better
and faster.
Graph theory algorithms such as Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford shortest path [11], Breadth First
Search, Depth First Search [28] and A* [19] algorithms can be ideally used to find the best
rescue routes possible by converting the environment into a graph of nodes thus minimizing
variables and attributes when modelling the swarm. However, such algorithms requires a static
graph/map at which the robots would simulate the nodes, and the paths are considered the
distances between the robots from the target to the exit, consequently the search operation
must have concluded before such procedure could endure.
In previous works [9][12] [21], most search and rescue algorithms start with the complete swarm
almost simultaneously from the same location referred to as the entrance gate. Some swarm
simulation research was mentioned to start from different entrance positions as a randomization
action avoiding local minima discussed in length within the literature review-
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As stated above, in search and rescue missions, there are two tasks at hand Search and Rescue.
The search task for the subject of interest, usually human beings and is adequately addressed
using the Robotic Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (RDPSO) [31] [26]. However the
rescue part doesnt always address the shortest path routing to the nearest exit in the shortest
time-span, and usually concludes that the path taken to reach the subject is the path used to
get the subject out. It should be noted that most real life situations contain multiple entry
points, for example, a factory doesnt have a single way in and a single way out. Very limited
research has incorporated different types of robots support within the swarm [31] or to address
finding shortest path for rescuing subjects from different entrance/exit points at the same time.
This research proposes a fusion technique between divide-and-conquer and Darwinian Particle
Swarm Optimization (DPSO) for search and rescue applications that is believed to enhance the
quality of the search for the subject(s). we achieved this by running simulation experimenta-
tion on multiple scenarios and different parameters bringing answers to some of the concerns
mentioned before, the simulations are available along with the test cases and results for further
academic/commercial work.
The rest of this document is classified as follows Chapter Two discusses the problem and the gap
identified in depth, Chapter Three discusses literature review and related work, Chapter Four
discusses the proposed solution to the problem with further details built from the literature
review, while Chapter Five discusses the test results and concluding remarks.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Origins
Living creatures are created with very sophisticated systems of vision, taste, smell, touch and
hearing and many more. These senses help living daily activities (i.e. crossing the street, finding
food, tasting hot sauce, feeling cold, and hearing an explosion). However, synthetic robots,
created by scientists or hobbyists, do not have such luxury of advanced and sophisticated
sensory options Despite the fact that manufactured sensors have recently witnessed a great
deal of advancements and upgrades in both speed and accuracy, they are still incomparable to
those exhibited by living organisms. It has been noticed by scientists that most social animals
collaborate to accomplish a certain task or mission. Collaboration among animals facilitates
the execution of tasks and missions that were otherwise deemed impossible to accomplish
individually. One such observation is derived from the scene of an orca (killer whale) school
trying to hunt a sea-lion positioned over a piece of ice in the ocean. Scientists have realized
and noticed that the orca group would collaborate to jiggle the sea-lion off the piece of ice to
fall into the sea and become a good snack for the orca group [13]. Insects as well, such as
ants, exhibit collaborative skills within their colonies. Even though ants follow a flat hierarchy
within their colonies, the characteristics of their body build specify their respective job within
the colony. Some are referred to as worker ants (Figure 2.1) and are responsible to build the
5
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Figure 2.1: Worker Ants
Figure 2.2: Ant Drone
nest and bring food. Others are referred to as drones (with wings and can fly) (Figure 2.2), and
have a sole job within the colony, which is mating with the queen, causing them to die shortly
after mating. Finally, the Queen (Figure 2.3), whose job is to lay eggs and reproduce [3] [4] [2].
One of the strongest characteristics of ants and their colonies is how they forage to find food
nearby the nest. Worker ants forage from the nest to circle around to find a food source, and
on its way back, the ants leave behind traces made of pheromones that stick to the path they
moved on. As more and more ants cover the same region/paths, the pheromone track gets
thicker and stronger, making other ants more directed towards undergoing the same path, and
not go looking for other paths or food sources (Figures 2.4-2.7). Scientists have proved that
ants will always find the shortest path from the nest to a food source [2].
Figure 2.3: Queen Ant
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Figure 2.4: Ants Foraging Fruit
Figure 2.5: Ants Foraging Food
Figure 2.6: Ants Collaborating to Transfer Victim food
Figure 2.7: Ants Coordinated food foraging
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Figure 2.8: Worker Bees Gathering Pollen
Figure 2.9: Worker Bee Dancing for food Source
Bees are another fascinating example of social insects. What makes them interesting is their
ability to communicate via performing certain distinct dance moves to let other bees know what
type of event is taking place such as finding a source of food (Figure 2.8). Bees differ from
ants in many ways, one important of which is how they find their food sources. While ants
depend solely on pheromone tracks left behind ants returning from one source to their nest,
bees use what is called the foraging dances (Figure 2.9). This difference makes bees smarter
in finding multiple food sources and selecting the best option. As ants depend on pheromones,
they risk being stuck with a poorer source of food just because more ants have gone through
this path leaving even more pheromone traces than other food sources obliging the rest of the
ants to follow the same path [2]. Alike ants, bees also have worker bees (Figure 2.11) that are
responsible to gather pollen and return them to hive, then fighter bees which protect the nest,
and queen bee that lay eggs (Figure 2.10). However, because ants dependency on pheromones,
they could be stuck with a lower quality/quantity food source because more ants have gone
through this path leaving more pheromone traces than another food source, obliging the rest
of ants to follow the path towards the lower quality/quantity food source [2].
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Figure 2.10: Queen Bee
Figure 2.11: Worker Bee
2.2 Defining Swarm
Robotic Swarm Intelligence (RSI) represents the collective behavior of decentralized, self-
organized and fault tolerant simple robots with minimal decision making capabilities. Such
robots are capable of communicating with each other and/or with the surrounding environ-
ment. Swarm intelligence is fairly a new field studied within robotics research [3] [4] [2]. Figure
2.12 Kilo Bots, demonstrates one of the popular swarm robots from Harvard University. Fig-
ure 2.13 S Bots, demonstrates a cooperative swarm of robots to cross different terrains that
a single robot could not pass on its own. Swarm intelligence is mainly inspired by nature and
how social organisms such as insects, animals or birds interact. Such animals can cooperate
to achieve a common task. Scientists have been focused on the behavior of fish schools, bird
flocks and ant colonies. Swarm Intelligence is not only a field of robotics, but its techniques
and algorithms have impact on optimization problems [32] [10], medical dataset classifications
[29] [35] [34], systems planning [17] [15] and pattern recognition [25] [20].
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Figure 2.12: Kilo bot
Figure 2.13: S-Bot
2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
A fairly new area of research that is tightly coupled with swarm intelligence is Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO). From its name PSO is a technique for finding optimized solutions to a
given problem formulation. It was originally formalized by J. Kennedy and Eberhart [27] [16],
as a population based algorithm, where aggregated information from individuals within the
swarm is ranked/assessed according to the rest of the swarm.
As Kennedy explained in his work, particle swarm is a social-psychological based optimization
algorithm. Unlike other evolutionary algorithms, particle swarm does not use selection and all
members of the swarm reach the solution together by having iterative improvements through
interaction enhancing the quality of the solution found over time [16].
Figure 2.14: PSO Equation
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Figure 2.15: PSO parameters explanation
Figure 2.16: Figure Explaining how PSO Works through Iterations
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Figure 2.17: PSO with conditioning of Global VS Local Optima
Particle Swarm, in a nutshell, is representing the particles (also known as nodes) usually in
a number between 10 and 100 as points on a Cartesian coordinate system. The particles are
initially positioned randomly but are collocated in the form of a cluster over the search space.
They also run towards the same optimal regions simultaneously and this is where the clustering
part comes to make sense and hence the name of particle swarm [16]. Figure 14 shows basic
principles of PSO in 3D Cartesian space. Algorithm 1, below shows a primitive pseudo code
for a standard PSO implementation, Figure 15 shows the difference between global optimum
and local optimum and how PSO drives towards Global Optimum.
As particles are represented using the Cartesian coordinate system, it is usually common to
use the Euclidean distance to locate the particles on the plan. This aligns particularly with
communication of particles with one another to arrange motion and the solution enhance-
ment iterations reaching the optimal region(s). Within the particle swarm, communication is
paramount to relay the information of best local optima(s) found across the swarm, and there
have been multiple topologies introduced that facilitate such feature , Figure 2.17 shows mul-
tiple topologies for demonstration purposes, literature shows that gbest topology requires the
network of swarm particles to be fully connected so that messages and announcements reach
all nodes in the swarm, however in lbest topology it considers a similarity of KNN (K Nearest
Neighbor) where theres a degree of which the current node creates the lattice of its connectivity
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Figure 2.18: PSO Pseudo code
Figure 2.19: Different Topology Representations
to relay messages, there is also the Von Neumann topology also known as square topology where
the particles are arranged as columns and rows, and requires that each particle is connected
to four other particles located above, below, right and left to the current particle. There are
plenty more topologies studied in the literature mentioned in [16]. Gbest PSO algorithm is
shown below in Algorithm 2, and as you can see it is an extension to the classical PSO, with
an enhanced fitness function that calculates the velocity for each particle within the swarm for
the current iteration.
In [16] the authors mention that gbest topology has shown in practice that is very prune to
exhibit local minima saturation and get stuck, converging very quickly and not exploring most
of the search space. While on the other hand using lbest topology has shown that the structure
is more sparse and hence the graph as well, increasing the probability that convergence happens
much slower and hence causing high probability of hitting/finding global optimum solution.
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Figure 2.20: PSO Pseudo Code for Global Best Technique
In recent work there have been a noticeable attention to use multiple swarms within a PSO
solution, and monitor the results, most of which has had enhancements when combined with
other theoretical domain concepts (i.e. Darwinian survival of the fittest, Social Intelligence,
Sociological impacts, etc) [24] [21]. Even though that the original PSO does not consider any
loss of robotic members, or any introduction of new members to the swarm, the following
addition to mimic the evolution of earth habitants to survive living, within the robotic world,
The Darwinian PSO was introduced and defined in the next section.
2.4 Darwinian Evolution Theory in PSO
One of the most popular additions to PSO is the Darwinian theory of evolution, which states
the fact that in an ever changing environment, only the fittest mutable/adaptable creatures
survive and those that resist change, perish. Tillet et al has formulated the Darwinian PSO
[31] via creating a fitness function that is increased (rewarded which simulates adaptability)
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and decreased (punishment which simulates dying) of particles within the swarm, depending
on their contribution to the society (where here it is other swarm particles). However, this
work hasnt fully considered real-life applications where robots might face obstacles and loss of
communication, other work has been made to bridge such gap in [9] [23].
2.5 Robotic Darwinian PSO
The authors of [9] have formulated a way to develop robotic swarms that follow the social
inclusion and exclusion of robots within the swarm to simulate the reward and penalty actions
respectively according to the members performance within the swarm. The authors also dis-
cussed the formulation within the context of obstacle avoidance and the test results showed
promising progress in comparison to using standard PSO. It is worth mentioning that the au-
thors also considered that the simulation runs on a number of sub-swarms that are part of a
single main swarm, at which the sub-swarms are placed randomly in the environment as well
as the obstacles and then the simulations are run to test validity, in most cases the RDPSO
concluded successfully to a global optima instead of being stuck in a local optima.
2.6 PSO in Geometric Problem Applications
The authors of [21] were interested in solving the problem of Probabilistic Traveling Salesman
Problem (PTSP), which is a variation of the Traveling Salesman Problem, which is a classical
graph theory problem, which is also considered as a basis foundation within routing algorithms
within modern networking structures. The TSP in a nutshell is explained as follow, you have a
number of cities and you are required to visit all the cities with three main conditions, always
use the shortest path, no city is visited more than once and you return to the starting city at
the end of the tour. TSP is considered mathematically to be NP-Hard problem classified, which
means theres no polynomial time domain algorithm is defined to find the optimal solution(s)
for this problem. Accordingly PTSP is considered as well as a subset of this problem with
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a major differentiation, within PTSP the objective is to minimize the expected length of the
apriori tour where each customer requires a visit only with a given probability. The apriori
tour can be seen as a template for the visiting sequence of all customers. In a given instance,
the customers should be visited based on the sequence of the apriori tour while the customers
that do not need to be visited will simply be skipped [21]. The Authors have incorporated a
combination of algorithms in their study to compare results between using PSO with Greedy
Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure and Expanding Neighborhood Search techniques and
using traditional Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), the authors have concluded that 13 out of
20 cases the PSO incorporated search has yielded better and new best solutions than others
compared together.
In [8] the authors have modified the classical Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization to a set
of robots that are designed to perform a distributed exploration task, the modification was
made to ensure the continuation of connectivity between the robots deployed in the unknown
environment, so that the robots can always propagate the current best optimum across the
swarm. The authors have concluded that theres a slight correlation between the number of
robots and the effectiveness of their algorithm, that a certain point to maintain the connectivity
and decrease the overhead, a slight increase in the number of robots would fix the problem and
increase their performance.
Within [7] the authors decided to study the effect of swarm size in solving a graph problem,
maze solving to be exact, they have decided that the comparison should be effective lead to
quickly emerging to solution to the maze at different sizes using different number of robots.
The study concluded that there exists an inflection point, where the number of robots surpasses
this point and then the time consumed is increasing instead of decreasing, this is was attributed
to the robots are crowding the search space, and excessive robots being more of obstacles to
avoid than solution seekers within the maze.
Also worth mentioning that in [23] the authors studied the usage of PSO to solve the Shortest
Path problem over multiple network topologies consisting of 15-70 nodes in comparison by other
techniques of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). The authors
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concluded that PSO solution has surpassing performance of both ANN and GA techniques.
They also stated that PSO has less limitations than similar ANN techniques especially when
the network topology changes, or the number of network nodes increases, this is attributed to the
major dependency on the parallelization nature of the ANN, and the complexity of the hardware
requirements used to cope with such changes. Within, other geometric application problems,
that researchers were interested to test PSO performance in comparison with classical and
modified techniques, is the Vehicle Routing Problem with Simultaneous Pickup and Delivery
(VRPSPD), this problem considers a routing mechanism for vehicles that would deliver goods
to customers from a certain origin and return to that origin upon completion. The authors in
[1] held a comparative study between most common used techniques solving this problem and
compared the results to that of using PSO solving the same dataset and parameters, they claim
comparable results at which most of the time PSO has achieved better performance results with
less cost than other techniques known to the authors and defined by their paper.
On other wheels, where life threatening applications requires more robust and efficient tech-
niques, the authors of [30] have studied the usage of a combination between PSO and ACO to
help find optimum rescue paths in cases of underground mine fires. They have called their work
to be a Hybrid Particle Optimization since it is incorporating both PSO and ACO during its
lifetime of operation. In [26] the authors have combined the usage of swarm intelligence with
a distributed bellman ford algorithm to create an optimal route to a predefined target through
pre-deployed robots that is then followed by the swarm robots during navigation, according
to [2] this methodology is classified as Virtual Based Physics behavioral model using proba-
bilistic finite state machines approach. For more information about the types of classification,
please refer to [2]. One major issue with most optimization algorithms in general, is that the
algorithm might get trapped in a local maxima/minima (depending on the objective function
under inspection). This causes the algorithm to have a percentage of not able to find the global
optimum result [31] [9] [24], which in case of search and rescue, means keeping trapped within
the a loop or not finding the subject nor rescuing the subject of interest, and if the solution
is considered as finding and saving peoples lives after an earthquake, it could mean that they
are still buried under the ruins. However, there has been also work done to minimize such
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Figure 2.21: Breadth First Search
percentages of finding a local minima, especially after the usage of Darwinian Robotic PSO
(DRPSO).
2.7 Multi-Source Breadth First Search
The authors of [30] have proved via experimentation that, for a given forest graph or a very
large tree of connected nodes, that starting multiple parallel Breadth First Search (BFS) on
the given graph would yield better convergence time and better utilization of the new hardware
capabilities with high thread counts and parallelization techniques in modern hardware as well.
This is main point we use to build our hypothesis on. Would using multiple source/starting
points for sub-swarms would yield better convergence time for both finding the subject or the
search part in our search and rescue operation, and could yield a better route by exploring
more or different paths that were not discovered when starting from a single starting origin,
resulting in a better timing or rescue operation.
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2.8 Designing a swarm
Swarm Robotics is getting attention and focus in the research community due to the following
key factors:
1. Decentralized control
2. Parallelization
3. Scalability
4. Cost Efficiency
2.8.1 Decentralized Control
Maybe one of the most important features of swarm robotics is that, it is like ants, has a flat
hierarchy, theres no leader, no single point of failure, and theres no single processing unit that
takes decisions on behalf of the swarm, however, all robots within the swarm run exactly the
same code, and have exactly the same characteristics and specifications. Swarms evolve to the
global information from the collective behavior of its members local information that is shared
with all other swarm members, to collectively and collaboratively reach the global ultimatum.
2.8.2 Parallelization
Another very strong feature that characterizes swarm robotics, which it is highly parallelizable,
according that the exact same code runs on all robots, and they will all run in parallel to
one another and perform the same logic, converging to the global goal later on, increasing the
number of participating robots usually yields better results and faster in some cases, within a
certain threshold.
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Figure 2.22: 1000 Kilobots collaboratively shape forming
2.8.3 Scalability
Within a swarm robots might get lost or trapped or batteries could die, in other situations like
using DRPSO, the robots are simulated to have actually perished due to the lack of evolution
to better solution that helps the whole swarm. Usually with robotics, such incident would
affect the operation of the mission and could lead its failure. On the other hand as well, the
introduction of new and more robots suddenly to the swarm will actually help the swarm to
evolve faster and converge to the global goal. However, according to [18] that increasing or
introducing more robots surpassing a certain threshold could lead to degradation of performance
due to several factors, most important of which is the introduction of more obstacles to avoid
for the robots. Such elasticity wasnt possible in other robotic frameworks/techniques and is
considered as a new concept that the world is adapting nowadays known as Cloud Computing
Infrastructure Elasticity.
2.8.4 Cost Efficiency
Because Swarm is based on the collective emergent behavior of its smaller contributors, the
robots design is very minimalistic and doesnt require high cost to create, manufacture or as-
semble in large quantities. Minimal sensory options are added to actually help find the tar-
get/subject, and hence the loss of some of the robots during operations, doesnt affect the total
mission, nor harm the operations budget massively as opposed to create all-in-one superstar
robots that are capable of doing everything on their own. Figure 2.22 shows 1000 Kilobots
forming shapes collectively based on PSO, starting from the input (most left shape) and every
box represents an evolution of the robots towards forming that shape.
In other work of [2] the authors have classified swarms based on robustness, scalability and
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flexibility. More detailed analysis regarding these criteria was carried by Camazine [6].
2.9 How do we Design a Swarm then?
This is an important question, and the answer to it, has taken many shapes and forms in other
works like [7] [14] [22] [5] [23] where they have classified it from an Engineering perspective,
mechanical, behavioral, etc. however; we think of designing a swarm as a process, similar to
building software or any other thing you might think of. The process is Simple:
1. First think of what are you trying to achieve with this swarm (application)
2. Second think method are you going to use to achieve it (design)
3. Third and most important, put requirements for the robots within your swarm (engineer-
ing design)
4. Fourthly decide whether this should be a simulation or is it an actual real robot test bed
• If simulation, are you going to validate with real robots?
• If real robots, have you made sure that the robots fits the environment?
Such questions, we already ask ourselves, without noticing, and those questions are important
to answer, before going any deeper into your idea. So lets answer them first.
1. What are we trying to achieve?
• Minimize the time taken to search for a subject and yield a better result finding
them.
2. What method to achieve this goal?
• Use DRPSO for search, utilizing a divide-and-conquer technique, that starting search
on a constant graph from different sources parallel to each other, would yield better
performance results, which in this case means faster finding the subject.
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3. What are the requirements for the robots used?
• The robots need to be able to sense the surroundings and avoid obstacles
• The robots need to be able to communicate their relative location across the whole
swarm
• The robots have battery life sufficient to extend throughout the whole operation
4. Is this a simulation model or real robot?
• We will start with simulation models and run our tests over it, with concluding
results
• If time span allows us to recreate the results on real robot platforms such as AntBot,
we will do it.
Swarm robotics and intelligence is considered as a metaheuristic science, which means that it
is not discrete steps to generate the same result, and actually every time you run the swarm
with the same parameters, it would possibly yield a different sub-results, however yielding a
general correct result. Its worth noting also that in some scenarios, there is a possibility that
the swarm doesnt evolve to the correct global goal.
Within this field, usually authors and researchers, undergo multiple simulated runs and record
the results, then taking an average or ultimate correspondence for each epoch/run. There has
also been noted that across authors and fields that the swarm size increases in steps of 1, 3, 6,
9, 15, 20, 25 robots testing the results and impact of such. We think we will be following the
same trend and recording results as well.
Chapter 3
Proposed Solution
The proposed research will test the efficiency of search and rescue operations in robotic swarms
by simultaneously utilizing multiple starting points (1, 2 or 3) and measure the effect on both
time and efficiency of the underlying algorithms.
DPSO will be used initially to search for subject from a single source. After that, we test
the effect of starting the rescue simulation from multiple entry points. The efficiency and
accuracy of the algorithm and time of completion were measured. This entails running the
simulations to search and rescue subjects from multiple different locations and recorded the
time and convergence success rate as opposed to starting from a single point on the search
space.
To accomplish this target the research will utilize the following methodology:
1. Implement DPSO for search and rescue on the Argos simulator explained in the next
chapter
2. Create a graph such as a home layout with a main entrance as well as a kitchen entrance.
The subject is placed and multiple simulations run until convergence such that swarm
robots find the subject.
3. Record the running time for the DPSO algorithm implemented and average the output
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for the multiple simulation runs
4. The same algorithm is tested with multiple entry points simultaneously, splitting the
swarm into two sub-swarms. It is expected that some modifications to the implementation
of DPSO will be required.
5. Record the running time for the modified DPSO algorithm and average the output for
multiple simulation runs of the modified DPSO
6. Compare the running times for both original/unmodified DPSO and modified DPSO
7. Compare the running times for both original/unmodified DPSO and modified DPSO
8. Present conclusions in final chapter
3.1 Challenges
It is required to shed focus on creating a map at which it is possible to create multiple fast
routes (shortest paths) if any- in an efficient way, using the PSO, and this is going to be one
of the challenges to face during the design phase. This application could be used to support
different swarm applications such as, search and rescue, simultaneous localization and mapping.
As mentioned before that PSO, DPSO, DPSO and others are all metaheuristic science, and
hence the implementation of the algorithm itself affect the way the results are yielded. It is
our intention to develop the DPSO algorithm from scratch, since our research did not yield
any former implementation to DPSO, that we could utilize within our work. This approach
might yield an issue of performance/efficiency in comparison to other implementations of the
algorithm, but it is believed to be negligible within our calculations, since both algorithms, the
standard vanilla DPSO and the modified version are rooted from the same source code, which
means that any performance/efficiency issues will affect both algorithms and hence could be
ruled out of the calculations.
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Figure 3.1: Initial map layout with obstacles instead of walls and corridors
3.2 Methodology
A map was designed that allows placement of the subject in different positions, have different
entry points and different obstacle(s) placed to increase the diversity within the map and not
depend on corridor structures that are in themselves an area of research to avoid walls. A
normal random distribution was used to place both the swarm robots and the subject on
the graphs created, however, we maintained the distribution parameters to assure non-bias of
robots/subject placement of one iteration over the other, however this could be neglected if
we used an increased number of iterations where the possibilities of bias cease to exist in such
distribution.
Running the standard and modified versions of the DPSO on the same graphs for multiple
iterations using the Argos simulator was used as a testing method of performance and efficiency
of both algorithms and an average of the recorded iterations were used as a metric for the
comparative study in the conclusion chapter.
The technique was tested by measurement of the algorithm time/speed and conclusion to the
target from the search and rescue application at hand, then we added two more entry points
to the same graph (by splitting the starting points for the swarm into three equal sub-swarms
each starts from a different position) and adapt the same algorithm to start from the different
points, and computed the time/speed and conclusion results as well (convergence).
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Note that testing maintained the same total number of participating robots at the beginning
of the simulation within both scenarios, to ensure nonbiased evaluation. We stress that the
number of participating robots at the beginning is kept the same, because during the evaluation
of the graph, the algorithm might desire to kill/punish some robots more than others within
every single iteration on the Argos simulator environment, based on the conditions they start
from. However, this was mentioned in the literature review to be an overseen issue within all
metaheuristic algorithms and could be considered as an anomaly, therefore using an average of
the result should minimize the impact of such anomalies.
The results are presented as a comparative study among the all the metrics that are mentioned.
3.3 Measures of Success
1. Does the modified algorithm conclude to the same result as the original algorithm (find
an actual path to the target of the search)?
2. Does the modified algorithm perform faster or slower than the original algorithm (mea-
suring by finite time compared to the original algorithm)
3. Does increasing the number of starting points affect the results?
4. Does the number of participating robots affect the results? 5) Does the size of the map
affect the results? 6) Does the modified algorithm find a better solution to the problem?
Chapter 4
Methodology
Swarm intelligence research has been focused on applications towards utilizing the performance
and quality increase in the solutions presented by the various swarm algorithms, as explained
and detailed in the literature review.
Most research we encountered was focused on finding the best solution in comparison to other
techniques, or was focused on constricting swarm algorithms to maintain or assure a certain
aspect (i.e. adhoc connectivity between robots).
These types of research has narrowed the research from tackling a different point of view towards
the sub-swarming of intelligence and extend the swarms into multiple smaller swarms that could
contribute and collaborate on a larger scale to reach a common greater goal.
The aforementioned notion is not new, and has been used plenty of times in other forms and
shapes in different fields such as forrest exploration via using Multi Source Breadth First Search
(MS-BFS), or Distributed Denial of Service Attacks (DDoS) thought of as multi-agent systems
or advanced intelligence multi-agent system (the scope of differentiation between them is not
part of this thesis research).
Having that said, this has encouraged us towards this research and studying the effect of com-
bining both techniques of swarm intelligence algorithms and the distribution factor of divide-
and-conquer that divides the problem into smaller sub-problems, that would be more fitting
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Figure 4.1: 600m2 layout with 4 corners (blue boxes) and center target point (red circle)
towards the characteristics of what a swarm resemble.
In our solution we combine an already great algorithm of DPSO and extend it into a divide-
and-conquer technique, at which the big swarm is divided into smaller swarms and scattered
into different areas to discover the same environment searching for the target located within
that environment.
This approach is believed to outperform the accuracy and tendency of the original algorithm
in a many ways, including and not limited to, accuracy of location/global optima, the speed at
which convergence occur, the area covered by the search for the global optima.
During the course of implementation, weve built a 600m2 scene with 4 entry points, located at
every corner of the map, north east, north west, south east and south west respectively. We
also placed obstacles using a normal random distribution into the scene.
All robots were placed in a random, uniform distribution within the same space area, into the
different entry points/corners.
Robotic motion is required with a mechanism that will effectively take the robot from one
point to another. If you want to move a robot at point A (Xa, Ya) to point B (Xb, Yb), you
need to get the polar vector difference between the two points A & B and apply a differential
steering to be on the same line, then start taking steps along the length of the polar vector.
This operation in geometry is described as translation operation and it applies the following
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Figure 4.2: Different Topology Representations
formula to get the new location in relation to the current location.
This is described in more depth in the following subsections
4.1 Robotic Motion
Since the robotic model we use is a FootBot, then the robots move within the arena via
differential steering movement, that is a speed difference between the left wheel and the right
wheel of the robot, this guiding mechanism determines how the robot reach a specific location.
However. The robot needs to get from point A to point B, and both points (A & B) are in global
Cartesian coordinate system, while the robot has no information about them and only has local
information about its current physical location. This changes into a Simultaneous Localization
And Mapping (SLAM) problem, which is not a part of our scope for this study. However,
communicating with Professor Carlo Pinciroli who created Argos Simulator, he pointed that the
robot could get its current global location via certain function calls built within the simulator,
changing the problem to a normal basic geometry (calculus) problem, because if you need to
move from Global Point A to Global Point B then the distance is simply carried out by the
equation of D=B-A The above equation though, doesnt really consider one crucial piece of
information, which is the current orientation of the robot, so on paper without direction this
should work perfectly fine, but without orientation of the robot, then the robot will probably
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move the D distance from Point A to another point on the plane according to its current
direction/orientation. The trick to overcome such problem is to rotate the robot before actual
motion with negative the orientation angle the robot currently looks at, this assures that the
robot is looking towards the target direction required.
4.2 Obstacle Avoidance
By default the FootBot controller does not have any intelligence to avoid any route obstacles,
so we had it in our intentions to implement a primitive obstacle avoidance technique since it
is a complete area of focus for a completely different thesis topic. This technique is simply
avoiding obstacles by moving away from them. This can be easily calculated via the diffusion
vector calculated as the summation of all the sensory vectors of the ultrasonic sensor skirt on
the footbot. This can be calculated via the following formula: We simply move in the opposing
direction of the diffusion vector for an amount of time and get back to original target reaching
mode.
4.3 Wall following
Part of the obstacle avoidance techniques is wall following, which is commonly used in maze
solving situations, such technique has a variety of implementations, such as always right, always
left, random direction generation, direction generation based on the nearest direction to the
target location. As mentioned in the course Control of Mobile Robots from Georgia tech and
is presented online over [40], Professor Magnus Egerstedt mentions at the end of module seven,
that after the creation of the finite state automata and the math computation for the best
direction to wall follow, implementing this in the real world does not work. This is attributed
to multiple reasons some of which are noisy sensors, different environmental variables that are
very hard to simulate. The math aspect of equations normally given does not account for
multiple variables, and to consider them collectively, will turn this into a system of equations
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and is very different in formulation, considered out of our scope for this thesis.
4.4 Solution Approach
Robots were deployed in the environment based on the natural distribution explained earlier,
robots communicate together via infrared to deliver messages regarding their location and if
they found the target location. During the course of simulations we maintained the same total
number of robots within the experiments. We also ran the simulations for 10 consecutive times
with randomization, to make sure that there were no biases based on the obstacles distribution
in the environment and robots distribution. Below is a step by step guide to how the proposed
solution works:
1. Deployed the robots according to the distribution mentioned earlier
2. Deployed robots are clustered into sub-swarms based on their deployment locations
3. Robots communicate their location and their best position metric to all nearby (line of
sight) robots
4. When the two or more robots from different sub-swarms are in range of sight for one
another, the information is cascaded to the rest of sub-swarms
5. The cascaded information to the sub-swarms affect the sub-swarm behavior towards merg-
ing into a single larger swarm consisting of the smaller sub-swarms
6. All robots collaboratively communicate the best position to inspire the next move for all
robots via best effort using flood-fill approach
7. Robots then move towards the target
8. If an obstacle is encountered, the robots deviate from reaching the target to evade the
obstacle, then gets back in tracks to reach the target location
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Weve also ran experiments to have walls as obstacles, just to know if our logic would still work,
the results were not as expected for the aforementioned reasons in previous sections, however,
weve noticed that increasing the number of robots yielded to reaching the target. We have
decided to drop such experiments from our results section because it would bias the results
based on a non-deterministic technique.
4.5 Experimentation Methodology
An essential part of the experimentation is the decision on the experimentation parameters,
such include the size of the layout which answers how big is the environment under search,
the size of the swarm which answers how many robots would be enough and the simulation
period which answers to the finite time constraints. Through the literature review weve found
that most research that considered robot simulations ran experiments within the range of 20-
50 robots during their experimentation, this was attributed to, and their experimentation with
larger number of particles and not robotic simulations, the robotic simulations were to prove the
validity of the approach as well. The decrease in the number of robots in the robotic simulations
is a result of the hardware limitations for the running machines at which the simulations were
run. Weve also used the results finding within [25] that there is a correlation between the
number of robots and the search space size, and the infliction point where the number of
robots actually hinges the performance of the swarm instead of helping it. As such, we have
concluded the following would be our experimentation parameters and hold them true across
all experiments.
4.5.1 Search Space
A 20x30 meter square layout was created (Figure 4.1) in a rectangular fashion to simulate an
environment that is similar to a factory or a building.
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4.5.2 Swarm Size
Using the correlation found from both literature and running preliminary tests, weve decided
that a maximum of 160 robots were sufficient finding the global optima (target location) for
the search space with great accuracy of 99.99% and we decided to use 150 robots to be equally
divided into three sub swarms.
4.5.3 Simulation time
Since the simulation of such robots consumes a lot of time and resources, and through our
preliminary experimentation, we found that 2000 simulation ticks (average of 20 minutes of
wall clock time) was sufficient to find a solution.
4.6 Experiments structure and strategy
Weve devised a structured method to test and validate our hypothesis, such that we tend
to limit external factors that might affect the results. We divide the experiments into two
major groups, Single Starting Point and Multiple Starting Points, each of these major groups
consists of 3 different subgroups that are related to the number of robots used during the
experimentation of this group namely, 30, 90 and 150 robots.
The below sections makes this grouping easier to track and understand.
4.6.1 Experiment Set 1: Single Starting Point Group (120 Experi-
ments total)
These experiments are concentrating on running the different experimentations that consider
starting with all robots from a single starting point across the four corners of the layout.
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30 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
90 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
150 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
4.7 Experiment Set 2: Multiple Starting Point Group
(120 Experiments total)
These experiments are concentrating on running the different experimentations that consider
starting with all robots from a three different starting points across the four corners of the
layout. Maintaining an equal number of robots at each starting point
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30 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Missing Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Missing Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Missing Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Missing Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
90 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Missing Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Missing Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Missing Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Missing Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
150 Robots (40 experiments total)
1. Missing Top-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
2. Missing Top-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
3. Missing Bottom-Left layout corner (10 experiments)
4. Missing Bottom-Right layout corner (10 experiments)
Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter we show the results of the implementation of the multi-source DPSO and how
they proved our primary hypothesis of finding a better solution via extended collaboration
using the divide-and-conquer approach towards finding the global optima. The experiments
were modeled to answer few questions that we raised earlier in section 4.3, such questions were
raised to assure conclusion towards fitting the modification into the original algorithm and
monitor the outcome.
5.1 Results
Within all our simulations, we have followed the same total swarm size of robots either 30, 90,
150 robots, all the robots are placed within their bounded locations via a normal distribution
function and random seed, to assure non-bias and equidistant spacing between the robots.
The robots are placed in either single point of entrance or 3 points of entrances depicted by the
black boxes in the four corners of the above layout Figure 6-1-, at which the total count is kept
constant and the partitioning is of equal counts (10 per entry point totaling 30 robots across
the map). All simulations are run for 2000 simulation steps, with a random seed. After running
the experiments, we log the difference between the target location and the best location found
by the robots (least value of Euclidean distance), following the below formula
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Figure 5.1: Map Layout with Randomly Distributed Obstacles, Green Dot represents the Target
(Center), Black dot label represents a single FootBot
The tables in Appendix B show the results from our simulations including:
1. the simulation step: where the global optima was found in simulation time, which is
depicted by the red oval in the above figure, this is the counter at which every increments,
means a full evaluation of the whole DPSO algorithm
2. how long in real-time: actual minutes that the simulator executed the simulation in to
conclude all 2000 steps of the simulation, known as wall time
3. the position where the robots should be reaching
4. the best position the robots were able to reach
5. The difference between the real optima and the reached optima
The graphs underneath the tables visualize the delta plot, in hopes to show a pattern or trend
in the data, there are two graphs intended to appear
1. Robot Count Graphs: where the visualization graph plots the delta for all 10 iterations
within every robotic group (30, 90, 150) (e.g. Top Left, Top Right, Bottom Left, Bottom
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Right corners for 30 robots), this graph is intended to show trends/bias with starting
from a certain corner.
2. Location Graphs: where the visualization graph plots the same starting position across
robotic groups (e.g. 30, 90, 150 robots all start from the top left corner), this graph is
intended to show the effect of number of robots exploring the same map.
5.1.1 Experiment Set 1: Single Starting Point Group
Running with a swarm size of 30 robots from single entry point
Starting with the first set of sub-experiments, running the 30 robots from a single starting
point (Figure 5.2), at which the robots are deployed into the layout from one of the corners for
10 different simulation runs, and then the whole 30 robots are moved and deployed to another
corner for another 10 different simulation runs.
While we ran the experiments we also documented the results for the best solution per experi-
ment, the results we recorded are:
1. Simulation Tick/Time at which the best solution was found
2. Real World/Wall Clock Time when that best solution was found
3. Ground Truth of Best Solution at which the target is located
4. Best Solution Location at which the robots concluded during the experimentation
5. Delta which resembles the difference calculated between the Best Solution Location found
by the robots and the Ground Truth of the target location
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
These set of experiments, 30 robots from single starting location, resembled a proof of concept
that our implementation of the DPSO actually concludes to solution and finds the target within
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Figure 5.2: 30 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
Figure 5.3: 30 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
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the layout. As shown in Figure 5.3 above, there exist a trend where robots collaborate to find
similar solution on different simulation runs from different starting locations, however, it is
noticeable that starting from Bottom Right Corner of the layout yields the worst of results on
average than all other locations. We believe that such behavior is attributed to the random
normal distribution of the obstacles within the layout and caused this corner to be from the
extreme points of obstacles density.
Running with a swarm size of 90 robots from single entry point
Starting with the second set of sub-experiments, running the 90 robots from within a single
starting point, Figure 6-4, at which the robots are deployed into the layout from one of the
corners for 10 different simulation runs, and then the whole 90 robots are moved and deployed
to another corner for another 10 different simulation runs.
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
As shown in Figure 5.5, above, the trend of collaborative resolution to finding a solution within
the layout continues to be present, and the trend where the Bottom Right corner still yields
much worse results than the rest of the corners on average. However, it is very noticeable that
the range at which the difference in proximity to target location variation with the 90 robots is
less than those of the 30 robots on average, giving an early assurance that increasing the number
of robots contributes to finding better solutions. However, it is also unavertable to note, that
on average the count of iterations where the results were worse than running with 30 robots are
presented. And we concluded that, after running the experiments multiple times on different
hardware and with different randomization seeds, we still reached the same results. This is
contributed to the research in [24] at which there exist an infliction point where increasing the
number of robots would yield worse results. We agree to that via running the simulation results
and finding that the robots spend more time averting collision or colliding with other robots
and environment, rather than working on finding a solution within the layout.
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Figure 5.4: 90 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
Figure 5.5: 90 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
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Running with a swarm size of 150 robots from single entry point
Starting with the third and last set of sub-experiments, running the 150 robots from within a
single starting point, at which the robots are deployed into the layout from one of the corners
for 10 different simulation runs, and then the whole 150 robots are moved and deployed to
another corner for another 10 different simulation runs.
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
In Figure 5.7, the Bottom Right corner continued to result worse results compared to the other
corners across all the 10 simulation results holding a trend.
Comparison between swarm sizes of 30, 90 and 150 robots single entry point
The following chart demonstrates the effect of running 30, 90 and 150 robots on the same
environment and how increasing the number of robots affect the search and rescue operation.
The below graph Figure 6-8, represents the average of all simulation outputs to smooth out any
extreme outlaws, however we believe still that some of the outlaws affected the smoothing out,
starting at the very beginning Top Left where 30 robots is marginally better than 150, which
defies all other experiments. Other anomalies exist with the 90 robots experiments, those are
an extension to the robots creating more obstacles to avoid than to find the targeted optima.
In graph, Figure 5.9, weve decided to use the absolute minima of the difference in proximity
to target location of total 10 experiments per robotic group, 30, 90, 150, to depict the trend,
however, anomalies still exist among the experiments, Bottom Left 30 robots are scoring the
lowest among all others, which is considered as an outlaw, that could be due to the random-
ization factors in the starting locations of the robots, the obstacles placed in the environment,
this is also proved by the average/mean of the results, in the previous graph that showed the
150 robots were effectively better than the 30 & 90 robots.
From Figure 5-9, it is evident that increasing the number of robots within the environment
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Figure 5.6: 90 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
Figure 5.7: 150 robots placed on single start point, top left corner
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between swarm sizes of 30, 90 and 150 robots in difference in proximity
to target location across the 4 Corners of the Layout
Figure 5.9: Comparison between swarm sizes of 30, 90 and 150 robots using Absolute Minimum
for difference in distance to target location, across all 4 corners of the layout
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yielded better results, with the exception of trending 90 robots experiments at which the robots
were spending more time and effort to avert collision with other robots rather than finding a
better solution within the layout. This was not the case with 150 robots because there were
more robots to escape the collision courses of the rest and skip ahead to search for a solution
within the layout. This is an indicator towards the relation between the swarm size and the
environment size. Future experimentation could prove the optimum swarm size per environment
size, currently out of scope of our work.
5.1.2 Experiment Set 2: Multiple Starting Point Group
In this section we are graphing the effect of the clustered approach (the introduced approach),
it is noticeable that there is no general trend within the graph that is easily detected by the
naked eye, and however it is interesting to state that all the graph values are much smaller than
the standard approach. The absence of a trend within the graph is contributed to the blending
between different starting points and the presence of different obstacles than the previous set
of experiments.
Running with a swarm size of 30 robots distributed between 3 entry points
Starting with the first set of sub-experiments, running the 30 robots from within three different
starting points, Figure 6-10, at which 10 robots are deployed into the layout in one of the
corners, 10 in another corner and the remaining 10 in another corner for 10 different simulation
runs, and then the whole setup moved and deployed to another corners for another 10 different
simulation runs two more times to cover all 4 corners of the simulation. In other words, a
different corner is eliminated with every experiment.
While we ran the experiments we also documented the results for the best solution per experi-
ment, the results we recorded are:
1. Simulation Tick/Time at which the best solution was found
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Figure 5.10: 30 robots evenly distributed missing bottom left corner, multiple start points
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Figure 5.11: delta plot of running 30 robots from three different corners of the layout
2. Real World/Wall Clock Time when that best solution was found
3. Ground Truth of Best Solution at which the target is located
4. Best Solution Location at which the robots concluded during the experimentation
5. Delta which resembles the difference calculated between the Best Solution Location found
by the robots and the Ground Truth of the target location
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
Figure 5-11, shows a noticeable improvement in the quality/accuracy of the solutions found as
opposed to the experiments reciprocal in the Single Starting Point set of experiments, that is
the best, minimal, delta found by the Single Starting Point was 0.003397 and that found by the
correspondent Multiple Starting points was 0.00096. In fact, the Multiple Starting points for
30 robots was less than all deltas found by all the Single Starting Point experiments 0.002531.
The below Figure 5-12, shows a graph comparing between single and multiple entry points
depicting the aforementioned enhancements by multiple starting points. The graph shows the
enhancement and it is remarkable on average how the results are much better in some cases,
less difference in distance to target location.
Figure 5-13, shows the minimum difference in distance to target location for the 10 simulation
iterations used within this experiment.
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Figure 5.12: 30 robots evenly distributed missing bottom left corner, multiple start points
Figure 5.13: Minimum & Average Distance difference to target location in Single and Multiple
Start Points for 30 robots
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Figure 5-13, shows a drastic enhancement to the results, less difference in distance to target
location, which is what we anticipated. The following experiments confirms the hypothesis.
Running with a swarm size of 90 robots distributed between 3 entry points
Starting with the second set of sub-experiments, running the 30 robots from within three
different starting points, Figure 5-14, at which 30 robots are deployed into the layout in one
of the corners, 30 in another corner and the remaining 30 in another corner for 10 different
simulation runs, and then the whole setup moved and deployed to another corners for another
10 different simulation runs two more times to cover all 4 corners of the simulation.
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
Figure 5-15, showing a trend of smooth transitions across all experimental iterations, except for
the missing bottom right corner. However, a general trend is much higher in values than the
150 robots trend that we shall see in the next experiments results, as expected, it is also higher
than the 30 robots trend, we believe that this is phenomena as we watched the simulation
experiments get executed, that the robots are more inclined towards collision and collision
avoidance with lower rates of searching for the global optima, while in the 150 robots case
other robots quickly escaped the collision arena and started to search of the global optima, on
the other hand, the 30 robots are widely spread within the arena with minimal collisions and
avoidance, causing a quick target lookup.
Figure 5-16, depicts that 90 robots deployed in a multiple starting point manner yielded a
better result on average than starting from a single starting point, even though the effect of
90 robots is generally less ideal (higher difference in proximity to target location) than the 30
robots experiments and the 150 robots shown below.
Figure 5-17, shows the minimum distance difference to target location and with a noticeable
enhancement (less difference in distance to target location), approving the previous experiments
and assuring our methodology to prove the hypothesis.
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Figure 5.14: A swarm size of 90 robots evenly distributed missing the bottom left corner,
Multiple start point experiments
Figure 5.15: A swarm size of 90 robots evenly distributed missing the bottom left corner,
Multiple start point experiments
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Figure 5.16: A swarm size of 90 robots evenly distributed missing the bottom left corner,
Multiple start point experiments
Figure 5.17: A swarm size of 90 robots evenly distributed missing the bottom left corner,
Multiple start point experiments
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Running with a swarm size of 150 robots distributed between 3 entry points
Starting with the second set of sub-experiments, running the 50 robots from within three
different starting points, Figure 5-18, at which 50 robots are deployed into the layout in one
of the corners, 50 in another corner and the remaining 50 in another corner for 10 different
simulation runs, and then the whole setup moved and deployed to another corners for another
10 different simulation runs two more times to cover all 4 corners of the simulation.
These results are then recorded into a table for all 40 iterations of the simulation experiment,
and added to the appendix of this research for further referencing.
Figure 5-19, shows the continuation of the trend towards finding solutions. The below graph,
Figure 5-20, depicts the effect of deploying 150 robots from multiple start points versus de-
ploying them all from a single start point, the general trend still holds to have better results
(smaller difference in distance to target location) than the single start point.
Figure 5-21, provides the last of our experiments and comparisons between the single and
multiple start points, proving the original hypothesis to hold true.
5.1.3 Comparison of Single Entry vs Multi-Entry
Figure 5-22, is a key research finding to our thesis, it proves trends that we hypothesized
earlier, it shows that combining divide-and-conquer methodology within the DPSO utilizing
sub-swarming of the algorithm, would yield better results finding the global optima (show in
the right half of the below graph). Figure 5-22, has a few anomalies, 90 robots sub-swam and 30
at which the 30 and 90 are very close in accuracy, difference in proximity to target location, to
the general trend, and we believe this is caused by the multiple randomization factors induced
within the experimentation, but the general theme is consistent across course of the study.
Within all the experiments, the sub-swarming effect is much enhanced and empowered by the
divide-and-conquer approach used, and caused a better finding to the global optima than the
original DPSO.
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Figure 5.18: A swarm size of 150 robots evenly distributed missing the bottom left corner,
Multiple start point experiments
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Figure 5.19: Difference in proximity to target locaation plot of 150 robots distributed across 3
corners from all corners of layout
Figure 5.20: Average & Minimum distance difference to target location using 150 robots for
Single and Multiple start points
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Figure 5.21: Minimum Difference in distance to target location using with a swarm size of 150
robots in single and multiple start points
During our work, we tested using the same methodology to start from 2 (two) entry Points as
well Figure 5.23 shows the simulation result for 2 entry points using 30, 90 and 150, not only
1 and 3 entry points. this was needed to give more confidence within our work.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of Single vs Multiple Starting Points for swarm sizes of 30, 90 and
150 robots
Figure 5.23: 2 Entries in Diagonal vs Adjacent starting Points
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Figure 5.24: General Comparison across all Exeperiments for Single Entry vs Multiple Entries
2 & 3 starting points
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Research
As shown in the previous experiments and results that the technique introduced via the fu-
sion between swarm intelligent DPSO with divide-and-conquer technique which uses multiple
entry points for swarm search and rescue application, has a better impact (smaller difference
in distance to target location achieved by the searching robots) on the quality of the found
solutions than the traditional DPSO. This research concludes that we are able to find a better
solutions finding the global minima with higher precision, a better coverage of the layout since
robots explored effectively larger area through distribution and starting from different start
points. After running over 240 experiments and documenting the results, it has become very
obvious that running DPSO starting from different starting positions, yielded a much better
result (smaller delta) at finding the global optima with minimal delta. In general we reached in
the modified DPSO using multiple starting points twice the accuracy we got, half the difference
in proximity to target location, than the standard DPSO.
This finding is attributed to the following factors:
1. Robotic clusters starting from multiple locations, yielded different seeds for their clusters
to start their search from
2. When clusters started intersecting, the findings globalized, resulting in a better and faster
result
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Figure 6.1: Running Experiments on 10x10 layout with the same Robotic Counts using 1&2&3
entry Points combined results
3. Better solutions appeared due to, different locations visited within the map versus visiting
nearly the same boundaries
As a side product of running our experimentation, we have concluded the following:
1. Wall following techniques are not optimization problems and could result in self-trap
loops, robots could end up running in loops and never escaping it.
2. Affirmative conclusion that, there is an infliction point where the number of robots reaches
such threshold and the results gets affected in a bad way, this is due-to collision avoidance
among robots and environment obstacles are much higher in probability than before,
making the robots spend more time trying to avoid collisions instead of searching for a
solution in the optimization space. Figure 6.1 shows the effect when changing the layout
size on the search and rescue, it also shows the relation between layout size and the
number of robots and the direct correlation between them.
3. From our experimentation we found that 150 robots were effectively reaching global op-
tima with very high precision in the chosen environment layout size.
4. Bottom Right Corner of the layout always gave anomaly, which we believe is attributed
to the random distribution of the obstacles in the layout, at which this corner was the
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extreme points of congestion, causing robots to spend more time and effort avoiding
obstacles instead of searching for the target
Within our work, weve touched base on multiple areas and fields of interests that could help
if investigated on their own for future work, and further development or enhancements such
findings are listed below:
1. Wall following optimization: since wall following is not an optimization problem, we need
to adapt the wall following techniques to be an optimization problem, so that we could
have a threshold at which robots can take a decision to quit using wall following and
return to target finding state. This is a wide area of research with many sub-problems to
tackle such as localization, navigation and mapping.
2. Further research and work could yield a formulation to the relation between the number of
robots and the layout size, at which the robots would be exploring to finding the target,
this is a separate work that would need mathematical proof before implementation is
possible.
3. We are currently using Euclidean distance as a cost function, future work should consider
other functions or a combination between them, such as mahalnobis distance cost function,
or even sensory information such as metal detectors or smoke detectors.
4. Integrate communication continuity mentioned in [24] for the robots to generalize the
working aspects of robots in larger environments.
5. Use different randomization techniques and distribution functions than the built-in ones,
and compare results, in hopes to confirm or clarify the anomalies occurred during our test
runs.
6. Run simulations with only two starting points instead of 3 and 1 starting points.
Appendix A
Hardware Environment and Simulation
Setup
Within this thesis, well be using Argos simulator [23] which was developed by the Swarmanoid
group, with an intention to facilitate swarm simulations, the software is quite easy to grasp
and understand, with a decent example set and forum support. Weve previously tried other
simulator V-Rep and we didnt find it helpful as Argos was, this is pure personal preference
and has no impact to the simulations run or the results. Argos simulator is a *inx and macOS
based application and will be installed on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Long Term Support). The Argos
simulator has a controller model, where we set the rules of the robot and how it interacts
with the surrounding simulation environment, a configuration file that describes the robots
configuration (i.e. enabled sensors and actuators), the floor setup, obstacles, robots placement,
camera view orientation and algorithmic specific parameters.
Argos is an open-source simulator, with the code published on GitHub and sample code pub-
lished on the official repository of the simulator and we intend to publish our code, models and
testing results publicly as well.
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Figure A.1: Argos architecture overview
A.0.1 FootBot
FootBot is Argos ground robot that moves via differential steering wheels on the sides, the
FootBot has the following features:
1. Two steering wheel sensors
2. Two steering wheel actuators
3. Front turret for grabbing objects and robots
4. 24 light sensors equidistant around the robot
5. 24 proximity sensors equidistant around the robot
6. A distance sensor
7. A top camera
8. Range and bearing sensor
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Figure A.2: Proximity Sensor Skirt Placement on the FootBot Robot
Simulation vs Reality
Within the simulator environment, you are in control of all the surrounding parameters:
1. The terrain
2. The sensors accuracy
3. Noise levels
4. Communication methods
5. Absolute positioning and orientation in Cartesian plane
However; such luxury is not available within the real world implementations. Although scientific
and technological advancements have been leaping in the recent years, sensors are still noisy
and actuators are still not as accurate. The Argos simulator has few limitations to how it works
and it has been causing us trouble to get around it:
1. A robot moves through the actuators and displacement
2. A robot rotates by differential steering
3. A robots sensory information are normalized
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4. Sensors implementation are hard to reverse The above points simply means the following:
5. Robots move by their wheels and not being placed via X, Y coordinates. This entails
that all motion within the robot are localized/relative and are not global changes.
6. Robots rotate around their center axis (z-axis) via controlling the speed of the wheels
attached to the robot. (i.e. in FootBot that contains only two wheels, moving forward,
backward, left and right is just a matter of adjusting the speeds of both wheels to equal
positive values, equal negative values, less or zero left wheel and positive right speed, less
or zero right wheel speed and positive left speed, respectively)
7. Sensors returns values ranging from 0 to 1 based upon implementation (i.e. default light
sensor readings follow an exponential decay function for readings)
A.0.2 Simuation Hardware Specification
These simulations were running natively on an Ubuntu 14.04.4 machine with the below hardware
configuration.
1. CPU: 2x Intel Xeon E7-2850 (10 Core, HyperThreading Enabled, 20 Threads) totaling
40 Threads [38]
2. RAM: 4x 16GB Dual Rank DDR4 totaling 64 GB RAM
3. GPU: 1x nVidida Tesla K40c 12GB GDDR5 RAM, 2880 GPU Cores @ 875MHz [39]
4. HDD: 1TB WD Blue drive
Appendix B
Experimentation Results Tables
B.1 Simulation Experiments Tables
B.1.1 Running 150 Robots single entry point
it is worth mentioning that although running all experiments for 2000 simulation ticks, but
there is a variation real time clock difference that was executed, this is contributed to the fact
that the simulator behaves differently based on the algorithm, at which the given seed might
provide more time requirements to draw the robots from one point to another, however the
differences are minor and negligible since there are other processes running on the computing
hardware that contribute to that as well (i.e. context switching, resource locking/de-locking,
GPU utilization, etc)
Top Left Corner
the below table(s) represents the simulation tick at which the global optima was found (despite
running the whole 2000 ticks) the time taken in the real world to conclude the experiment, the
target location at which the robots are supposed to reach, the actual best position (X,Y) that
the robot(s) reached from the target position, and the delta factor computed
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 960 18 mins Origin (0, 0) -0.000816,-0.002396 0.002531
2 560 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.001418,0.006218 0.006378
3 670 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.000603,0.002798 0.002862
4 630 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.001968,-0.003726 0.004214
5 605 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.006668,-0.004711 0.008164
6 720 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.014411,0.016639 0.022012
7 740 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.069623,0.122220 0.140659
8 660 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.001412,-0.013650 0.013723
9 735 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.023898,-0.057403 0.062179
10 760 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.012378,0.011375 0.016811
Table B.1: 150 robots Top Left Corner Single entry.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 800 19 mins Origin (0, 0) 0.095113,-0.149029 0.176794
2 805 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.034737,0.062815 0.071780
3 815 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.023629,-0.019425 0.030589
4 770 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.009028,0.059691 0.060370
5 1020 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.003570,-0.062041 0.062144
6 760 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.018134,-0.001921 0.018236
7 630 17 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.020803,-0.011912 0.023972
8 790 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.082124,0.095726 0.126126
9 714 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.009699,0.001887 0.009881
10 1060 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.023216,-0.008049 0.024571
Table B.2: 150 robots Top Right Corner Single.
Top Right Corner
Bottom Left Corner
Bottom Right Corner
B.1.2 Running 30 Robots single entry point
Top Left Corner
Top Right Corner
Bottom Left Corner
Bottom Right Corner
B.1.3 Running 90 Robots on single entry point
Top Left Corner
Top Right Corner
Bottom Left Corner
Bottom Right Corner
B.1.4 Running 150 Robots on 3 entry points (distributed)
Missing Top Left Corner
Missing Top Right Corner
Missing Bottom Left Corner
Missing Bottom Right Corner
B.1.5 Running 90 Robots on 3 entry points (Distributed)
Missing Top Left Corner
Missing Top Right Corner
Missing Bottom Right Corner
Missing Bottom Left Corner
B.1.6 Running 30 Robots on 3 entry points (Distributed)
Missing Top Left Corner
Missing Top Right Corner
Missing Bottom Left Corner
Missing Bottom Right Corner
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 925 15 mins Origin (0, 0) 0.021144,-0.023217 0.031402
2 800 16 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.018767,0.081751 0.083877
3 1180 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.033837,0.114309 0.119212
4 1150 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.086314,0.247763 0.262368
5 1150 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.010682,0.020808 0.023390
6 1145 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.004036,-0.017731 0.018184
7 1140 17 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.011898,-0.022947 0.025848
8 1155 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006282,-0.043422 0.043874
9 980 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.022190,0.027364 0.035230
10 840 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.041859,0.022003 0.047290
Table B.3: 150 robots Bottom Left Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 890 21 mins Origin (0, 0) 0.037584,-0.108938 0.115239
2 909 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.135689,-0.038184 0.140960
3 805 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.109625,0.054647 0.122491
4 806 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.088953,0.091150 0.127361
5 944 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.070773,-0.020861 0.073783
6 982 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.050075,0.119902 0.129939
7 640 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006053,0.007553 0.009679
8 683 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.097598,0.121907 0.156162
9 960 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.029262,0.0363690 0.046679
10 780 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.026001,-0.176293 0.178200
Table B.4: 150 robots Bottom Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 610 18 mins Origin (0, 0) 0.009593,-0.003736 0.010295
2 720 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.050010,-0.005766 0.050342
3 940 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.028949,-0.009214 0.03038
4 850 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.002046,0.010917 0.011107
5 690 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.014944,0.006664 0.016362
6 920 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.018272,0.002661 0.018465
7 560 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001192,0.003181 0.003397
8 880 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.062135,0.057061 0.084361
9 750 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.004887,-0.006848 0.008413
10 890 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.003780,0.012099 0.012676
Table B.5: 30 Robots Top Left Corner Single.
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1150 18 mins Origin (0, 0) -0.030179,0.027319 0.040707
2 850 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.013781,-0.003214 0.014151
3 960 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.012487,0.015599 0.019982
4 870 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.103808,-0.124565 0.16215
5 900 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.008220,0.035043 0.035994
6 850 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.097006,0.146677 0.175853
7 980 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005298,-0.017364 0.018154
8 690 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.030536,-0.022684 0.03804
9 1180 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.035148,0.126150 0.130955
10 850 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.043030,0.029682 0.052275
Table B.6: 30 Robots Top Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 980 18 mins Origin (0, 0) -0.073474,-0.003529 0.002531
2 1200 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.014246,-0.015157 0.006378
3 1200 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.025476,-0.035223 0.002862
4 1220 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) 0.080940,-0.043086 0.004214
5 990 19 mins Origin ( 0 , 0) -0.090571,-0.000831 0.008164
6 860 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.025393,0.033369 0.022012
7 1050 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.084734,0.018712 0.140659
8 1400 20 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005714,0.004035 0.013723
9 1490 18 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.027919,0.017103 0.062179
10 1280 21 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.160647,-0.173311 0.016811
Table B.7: 30 Robots Bottom Left Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1500 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.188354,-0.212675 0.284092
2 701 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.273678,0.089057 0.287804
3 910 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.063253,-0.018876 0.066009
4 850 11 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.163958,0.053605 0.172498
5 1010 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.271367,-0.252206 0.37047
6 890 9 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.032449,-0.074267 0.081047
7 1020 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.025917,0.044078 0.051133
8 780 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.321464,0.039667 0.323902
9 1100 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.197187,-0.508965 0.545828
10 940 10 mins Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.076570,-0.018879 0.078863
Table B.8: 30 Robots Bottom Right Corner Single.
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 760 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006241,-0.000082 0.006241
2 650 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.004291,-0.000048 0.004291
3 880 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.008725,0.009749 0.013083
4 730 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006842,-0.034740 0.035408
5 820 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.044569,-0.072129 0.084788
6 900 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.090360,0.020150 0.09258
7 680 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001239,-0.005778 0.005909
8 660 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.007329,-0.001431 0.007467
9 740 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006394,0.016053 0.01728
10 880 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.006388,-0.027570 0.0283
Table B.9: 90 Robots Top Left Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 990 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.011340,0.058125 0.059221
2 880 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.016522,0.031444 0.035521
3 720 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.012905,-0.070603 0.071773
4 730 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.003223,0.019631 0.019894
5 910 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.010394,0.014960 0.018216
6 1000 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.041917,-0.095618 0.104402
7 1090 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.027476,-0.025707 0.037627
8 950 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.075201,0.161140 0.177824
9 760 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.010329,0.018205 0.020931
10 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.035148,0.126150 0.130955
Table B.10: 90 Robots Top Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1290 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.031347,0.044916 0.054773
2 1280 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.012122,-0.056451 0.057737
3 1180 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.024524,0.033731 0.041704
4 1900 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.040451,-0.004549 0.040706
5 1200 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.174757,-0.324047 0.368166
6 1700 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.022874,0.073118 0.076612
7 1230 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.040129,0.022725 0.046117
8 1400 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.149001,0.129517 0.197423
9 1020 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.001489,-0.022910 0.022958
10 1190 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005390,0.037450 0.037836
Table B.11: 90 Robots Bottom Left Corner Single.
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1280 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.106268,-0.211171 0.236403
2 840 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.013229,0.089586 0.090558
3 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.028938,0.120811 0.124228
4 820 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.038904,-0.156868 0.16162
5 1150 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.026309,0.109492 0.112609
6 1200 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.052991,0.010504 0.054022
7 1050 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.061168,-0.124442 0.138663
8 1400 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.479803,0.037255 0.481247
9 990 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.060544,-0.021481 0.064241
10 1480 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.459471,-0.175210 0.491744
Table B.12: 90 Robots Bottom Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.014863,0.034614 0.03767
2 760 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.075299,0.049896 0.09033
3 670 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.028443,-0.034601 0.044791
4 910 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.010384,-0.032439 0.03406
5 790 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.081965,-0.024402 0.08552
6 740 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.023005,0.014109 0.026987
7 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.002546,-0.001300 0.002859
8 600 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.002683,0.012778 0.013056
9 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.073501,-0.036653 0.082133
10 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.007667,-0.039727 0.04046
Table B.13: 150 Robots Missing Top Left Corner
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 840 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.002303,0.009146 0.009432
2 700 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.001802,-0.000465 0.001861
3 750 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.015491,-0.051773 0.054041
4 740 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.005741,0.052766 0.053077
5 830 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.010587,-0.001590 0.010705
6 650 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001028,0.031939 0.031956
7 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.005051,-0.021093 0.021689
8 830 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.019028,-0.033874 0.038853
9 820 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005290,-0.002841 0.006005
10 520 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.060198,0.009919 0.061009
Table B.14: 150 Robots Missing Top Right Corner Single.
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 550 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.011356,0.000655 0.011375
2 840 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.002298,-0.006706 0.007088
3 670 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.004497,-0.009146 0.010192
4 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.012910,-0.045647 0.047438
5 650 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.023047,-0.003887 0.023373
6 1030 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.014861,0.040766 0.04339
7 660 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.031589,0.019192 0.036963
8 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.024895,0.132207 0.134531
9 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.011273,-0.045867 0.047232
10 670 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.005408,-0.000556 0.005436
Table B.15: 150 Robots Missing Bottom Left Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.045913,-0.020650 0.050344
2 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.000911,-0.041658 0.041668
3 600 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.002120,0.004639 0.0051
4 840 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.017540,-0.004363 0.018074
5 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.029629,0.008834 0.030918
6 710 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.026093,-0.018095 0.031753
7 740 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.031384,-0.036941 0.048472
8 820 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.009878,0.007898 0.012647
9 550 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.006020,-0.017711 0.018706
10 990 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.008824,-0.003953 0.009669
Table B.16: 150 Robots Missing Bottom Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 610 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.009593,-0.003736 0.010295
2 720 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.050010,-0.005766 0.050342
3 940 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.028949,-0.009214 0.03038
4 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.002046,0.010917 0.011107
5 690 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.014944,0.006664 0.016362
6 920 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.018272,0.002661 0.018465
7 590 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001192,0.003181 0.003397
8 880 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.062135,0.057061 0.084361
9 750 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.004887,-0.006848 0.008413
10 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.003780,0.012099 0.012676
Table B.17: 90 Robots Missing Top Left Corner
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 770 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.002962,-0.026664 0.026828
2 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.076342,0.000769 0.076346
3 860 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.021112,-0.000359 0.021115
4 760 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005807,0.007577 0.009546
5 780 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.004893,-0.017832 0.018491
6 880 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.016139,-0.012606 0.02047
7 950 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.018723,-0.042489 0.046431
8 1110 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001444,0.000231 0.001463
9 990 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.026254,-0.020969 0.0336
10 770 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.013188,-0.012496 0.018167
Table B.18: 90 Robots Missing Top Right Corner .
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1500 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.188354,-0.212675 0.284092
2 701 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.273678,0.089057 0.287804
3 910 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.063253,-0.018876 0.069009
4 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.163958,0.053905 0.172498
5 1010 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.271367,-0.252206 0.37047
6 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.032449,-0.074267 0.081047
7 1020 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.025917,0.044078 0.051133
8 780 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.321464,0.039667 0.323902
9 1100 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.197187,-0.508965 0.545828
10 940 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.076570,-0.018879 0.078863
Table B.19: 90 Robots Missing Bottom Right Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 980 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.073474,-0.003529 0.073559
2 1200 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.014246,-0.015157 0.020801
3 1200 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.025476,-0.035223 0.04347
4 1220 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.080940,-0.043086 0.091694
5 990 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.090571,-0.000831 0.090575
6 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.025393,0.033369 0.041932
7 1050 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.084734,0.018712 0.086776
8 1400 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.005714,0.004035 0.006995
9 1490 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.027919,0.017103 0.032741
10 1280 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.190647,-0.173311 0.236314
Table B.20: 90 Robots Missing Bottom Left Corner Single.
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.005701,-0.016265 0.017236
2 810 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.000605,-0.032303 0.032308
3 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.245443,-0.047718 0.250039
4 900 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.022506,-0.028390 0.036229
5 770 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.063991,-0.039666 0.075288
6 670 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.010177,0.006029 0.011829
7 640 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.092180,-0.018517 0.094021
8 900 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.116445,-0.085576 0.144508
9 950 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.036627,0.002061 0.036684
10 1020 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.060301,0.019665 0.063426
Table B.21: 30 Robots Missing Top Left Corner Single.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 750 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.018035,0.017554 0.025168
2 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.041123,0.015109 0.043811
3 720 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.027652,-0.056613 0.063005
4 810 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.035670,0.012654 0.037848
5 670 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.002319,-0.007906 0.008239
6 780 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.010128,0.033053 0.034569
7 520 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.042336,0.025704 0.049528
8 900 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.062811,0.157273 0.169352
9 1050 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.011126,0.045078 0.04643
10 800 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.022398,-0.021786 0.031246
Table B.22: 30 Robots Missing Top Right Corner.
Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 580 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.007678,-0.023125 0.024366
2 650 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.006896,-0.001652 0.007092
3 1400 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.002071,0.004857 0.00528
4 1060 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.001972,-0.087422 0.087444
5 750 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.008531,0.010254 0.013339
6 780 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.001071,0.011169 0.01122
7 730 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.019335,-0.015573 0.024827
8 760 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.031783,-0.020673 0.037914
9 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.020279,-0.067368 0.070354
10 560 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.010645,0.007245 0.012876
Table B.23: 30 Robots Missing Bottom Left Corner .
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Run ID Simulation Time Actual Time Target Location Reached Best Location Delta
1 1500 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.039667,0.086874 0.095502
2 701 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.001221,0.002578 0.002852
3 910 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.032336,-0.024084 0.04032
4 850 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.015275,-0.019929 0.02511
5 1010 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.033150,-0.028175 0.043506
6 890 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.000613,0.000740 0.00096
7 1020 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.004343,0.003439 0.00554
8 780 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) 0.032146,-0.049614 0.059118
9 1100 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.006948,0.038281 0.038906
10 940 Origin ( 0 , 0 ) -0.040532,-0.027393 0.048921
Table B.24: 30 Robots Missing Bottom Right Corner .
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